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In discrete maximization problems one usually wants to find an optimal solution. 
However, in several topics like "alignments," "automatic speech recognition," and 
"computer chess" people are interested to find the k best solutions for some 
k > 2. We demand that the k solutions obey certain distance constraints to avoid 
that the k alternatives are too similar. Several results [or valuated zx -matroids are 
presented, some of them concerning time complexity of algorithms. © 1999 Aca- 
demic Press 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is a second one concerning k-best solutions under 
distance conditions. Consider some discrete maximization problem f: 
X ~ R. Usually, one wants to find some x ~ X with f(x) > f(y) for all 
y ~ X. However, in topics like "alignments," "automatic speech recogni- 
tion," and "computer chess" in [A1] and [A2], people are interested to find 
not only the best, but the k best solutions x 1 . . . . .  x~ ~ X for some fixed 
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k > 2; that means, for all x ~ X\{x~ . . . . .  x k} one has f (x )  < f (x  i) for 
1 < i < k. If k is large enough there is some chance that at least one of 
these k best solutions satisfies additional constraints human decision 
makers are interested in. If, however, the k alternatives are too similar, it 
is probable that either all or none of them fulfill these extra constraints. 
This problem may be overcome by demanding certain distance conditions 
for the k solutions. For a more extended motivation see lAW]. Thus, if 
there exists some appropriate distance function d: X 2 ~ ~ on X, it seems 
natural to look at the following task: 
Assume k ~ N and d*~ R + are given. Find "k best" solutions 
x a . . . . .  x k ~ X under the condition 
d( xi, xj) >_ d* for l < i < j < k. 
In general, the absolutely k best solutions will not satisfy the required 
distance constraints. Therefore, we have to define what "k-best under 
distance constraints" means. We study in particular the following three 
models. 
Model  (i): 
x a is a best solution in X; 
X 2 is a best solution in {x ~ Xld(x, xl) >- d*}; 
. . .  
x k is a best solution in {x c Xld(x ,x  i) > d* for 1 < i < k - 1}. 
Model  (ii): 
1 k 
Maximize ~.  ~f(x i ) .  
i=l 
Model  (iii): 
Maximize min{f(x 1) . . . . .  f (x  k)}. 
Model (ii) is appropriate if the final choice amongst x 1, x 2 . . . .  , x~ is 
made completely at random. Model (iii) is reasonable if none of the k 
solutions hould be too small. 
In [AW] we derived several results for valuated matroids in case k = 2. 
Here, X was the base set of some matroid and 
d(B, ,B2)  := #(B , \B2)  = #(B~\B~)  
for B 1, B 2 ~ X.  
In the present paper, we extend several results from [AW] to valuated 
A-matroids as well as to arbitrary k > 2. zx-matroids are combinatorial 
structures generalizing the concept of a matroid. They have been intro- 
duced by A. Bouchet in [Boul]; valuated zx-matroids are first studied in 
[DW3]. In our first paper [AW] we restricted ourselves to matroids, 
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because people are much more acquainted with these structures rather 
than A-matroids. However, valuated a-matroids cover valuated matroids, 
and there are interesting classes of valuated a -matroids which do not give 
rise to valuated matroids (see, for instance, Section 2). Since all of our 
combinatorial nd graph theoretical arguments work in a-matroid theory 
just as well as in matroid theory, we derive our results for valuated 
a-matroids in this advanced second paper. Technically, the present paper 
is organized as follows: 
In Section 2, we recall the concept of a (valuated) A -matroid as well as 
several examples and the fact that valuated A-matroids may be character- 
ized by some Greedy Algorithm characterization. 
In Section 3 and Section 4 we prove several results for Model (i) in cases 
k = 2 and k = 3, respectively, and we state a series of examples which 
show that in case k > 3 we cannot expect to obtain substantially better 
results. Our results in case k = 3 are not as nice as in case k = 2 but 
better than in case k > 4. In case k = 2 we already stated elementary 
proofs of some of these results in [AW] for valuated matroids, before K. 
Murota and A. Shioura kindly informed us that our results are deeply 
related to their theory of "M-convexity" developed in [M1], [M2], [M3], and 
[MS1]. In [MS2], alternative proofs of some of our results in [AW] are 
given. Although the theory of "M-convexity" does not extend from valu- 
ated matroids to valuated zx-matroids in a canonical way, we have been 
able to extend the methods from [MS2] to prove some of our results in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
In Section 5 we study also other models-- in particular Model (ii) and 
Model (i i i)--in the unified framework of symnotone (that means symmet- 
ric and monotone) functions, before some applications are given in Sec- 
tions 6 and 7. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, assume that E is some finite set. First we recall the 
following. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. [Boul] and [Bou2]). Suppose Y is a nonempty 
family of subsets of E. Then the pair M-'= (E, 9-) is a A-matroid, if 3 
satisfies the following symmetric exchange axiom: 
ForF1 ,F  2 ~9-  and e ~F IAF  2 := (F  1 UFz) \ (F  1 nF2)  
(SEA) thereexistssomefcFlaF2 withFaa{e,f} ~y.  
Y is called the system of free (or feasible) subsets of M. 
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A zx-matroid M = (E,~-) is said to be even, if or all F1, F 2 ~3-0ne  
has #F  1 - #F  2 rood 2. 
In this paper, we shall only be concerned with even zx-matroids. We 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume M = (E, Jr) is a zx -matroid. Then the follow- 
ing three statements are equivalent: 
(i) The zx-matroid M is even. 
(ii) For F1, F 2 ~ 9- and e ~ F 1A F 2 there exists some 
f ~ (F 1 zx F2)\{e } with F 1 zx{e,f} ~ J .  
(iii) Jsatisfies the following strong symmetric exchange axiom: 
For FI, F 2 ~ 9- and e E F 1 zx F 2 there exists some 
(SSEA) f~  (F l zxF2) \{e  } withFlzX{e, f} ~o~- and 
Fzzx{e, f}  ~.  
Proof. This is Theorem 2 in [W1]. | 
Note that the matroids M = (E, J )  with 9 -as  its set of bases are 
precisely the zx-matroids atisfying #F  1 = #F 2 for all F 1, F 2 e Y. 
In this paper we want to find k best feasible sets in an even zx-matroid 
M = (E,~-)  subject to some function f: 9---+ R for some k > 1, which 
should obey certain distance constraints. The function to be optimized will 
be a valuation of the underlying zx-matroid. 
DEFINITION 2.3 (cf. [DW3]). Assume v: 9 (E ) - -+  ~ 0{-Do} is some 
map. Then the pair M v := (E, v) is a valuated zx-matroid, if the following 
axioms hold: 
(V zx 0) There exists some F 0 _c E with v(F 0) 4= - oo. 
(V zx 1) For all F 1, F 2 ___ E with v(F1), v(F 2) e ~ one has #F  1 - #F  2 
mod 2. 
(V/x 2) For F1, F 2 _c E with V(Fl), v(F 2) ~ ~ and e ~ F 1 zx F 2 there 
exists some f ~ (F  1 zx Fz)\{e} with 
v(F1) + v(F2) _< V(FlZX{e,f)   + v (F2A{e, f}  ). 
The preimage ~ := v - l (~)  is called the system of feasible sets of the 
valuated zx-matroid. Vice versa, if M = (E,~-) is a / , -matroid and v: 
~a(E) ~ ~ 0{-m} satisfies the axioms (V zx0), (Ve i l ) ,  and (Vzx2) as 
well as 9 -= v- l (~) ,  then v is called a valuation of the ,x -matroid M. 
Remarks. (i) If v: ~(E)~ ~ 0{-Do} satisfies the axioms (Vzx0), 
(V zx 1), and (V zx2), then M = (E, v-a(R)) is a zx-matroid. Indeed, (SEA) 
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(and also (SSEA)) is an immediate consequence of (V a 2). Moreover, M 
is even by (V a 1). Note that Proposition 2.2, ( i i i )=  (i), implies that 
(V A 1) is a consequence of (V a2). However, we inserted (V a 1) in 
Definition 2.3, because it should be clear at first sight that valuated 
a-matroids are even. 
(ii) By [DW1], a valuated matroid M v = (E, v) of rank m, 0 < m < 
#E, is given in terms of a map v: (m E)~Rt J{ -~} defined on the 
m-subsets of E satisfying v-l(•) @ Q and the following axiom: 
ForB1 ,B2~(E)  and e~Bl\B2thereexistssome 
(V2) f E B 2 \ B 1 with 
U(Ol) -~- u(O2) _~< v( (B l \{e})  U {f}) + v ( (B2\{ f})  tO {e}). 
(See also [DW2], Definition 1.1 and [AW], Definition 2.1.) 
Therefore, it is clear that the valuated matroids are precisely the 
valuated a-matroids with equicardinal feasible sets. (Put B 1 = F 2 and 
B 2 = F 1 in (V2) if e ~ Fz\F1.)  
EXAMPLES. (i) Assume M = (E,3-)  is some even a-matroid and w: 
E ~ R is some map. Define v: ~(E)  --+ R U{-~} by 
(e~_~F w(e) f°rF~9- v(F) := (2.1) 
otherwise. 
Then My := (E, v) is a valuated a-matroid with ~ = ~. Indeed, if F 1, 
F 2 c Yand e c F 1 a F2, then by (SSEA) there exists some f e (F 1A F2) \ 
{e} with F 1 a {e, f} ~ 9-and F 2 A {e, f} c Y.. Then equality holds in (V a 2). 
(ii) Assume G = (V,o~¢') is a graph defined on some finite set V; this 
means 95 _c (2v). For V' _ V let Glv, denote the subgraph of G induced 
on V'. Put 
9-:= { V' c_ V[GIv, admits some complete matching}. 
By [Bou3], Theorem 2.1, M := (V,3-) is an even a-matroid, where by 
convention O ~ ~. 
Now let w: ~¢'--+ ~ denote some map and define v: ~(V)  --+ R u{-~} 
by 
w(e)  I~" ___~ 
for V' ~ 9- 
determines some complete 
matching of GIv, f 
otherwise. 
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Then by [KW], Proposition 2.6, M v := (V, v) is a valuated zx-matroid with 
= 9:. Note that v(e) = w(e) holds for all e ~ X. 
To recall the first result concerning optimization in valuated zx-matroids 
we state the following definition which is some sort of variation of the 
classical Greedy algorithm. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Put n := #E, let v: 9 (E )  ~ ~ t J{ -~} denote some 
map satisfying (V zx0) and (V zx 1) in Definition 2.3, and put 9- := v- l (~).  
The Greedy algorithm for E and v is defined as follows: 
Step 0: Put E 0 -'= E, and choose some F 0 ~ ~. 
Step kl<k<n_l: Assume Ek_ 1 __C_E with #Ek_ 1 = n - (k - 1) and 
Fk 1 E 9- are already determined. Choose some 
x k ~ E~_ 1 arbitrarily and then some Yk c E k_ 1 with 
v(Fk_ 1ZX{Xk} ZX {yk} ) > v(F~_ 1 A {Xk} A{y}) 
for all y e E k_ 1. Put 
Ek :=Ek-l\{yk), Fk :=Fk_1A{X~}Z~{yk}. 
The Greedy algorithm works for v if for all permitted choices E 0, F 0, x 1, 
. . . .  xn- 1, Yl . . . . .  Yn- 1 one has v(Fn_ 1) > v(F) for all F ___ E. In this case, 
we say also that v is admissible. 
The following result characterizes valuated zx-matroids in terms of the 
Greedy algorithm. 
THEOREM 2.5 (cf. [DW3], Theorem 1). Assume v: ~(E)  ~ ~ U{-~} 
is any map satisfying (V zx O) and (V zx 1). Then the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) M U := (E, v) is a valuated zx -matroid. 
(ii) For every map ~: E ~ ~ the Greedy algorithm works for the map 
v~: ~(E)  ~ ~ W{-~} defined by 
v , (F )  := v (F )  + E , (e ) .  
e~F 
Remarks. (i) For our purposes, the most important statement of Theo- 
rem 2.5 is that the Greedy algorithm works for any valuation v: ~(E)  --* 
t J{ -~}.  To determine some F,_ ,  _cE with v (Fn_ , )> u(F) for all 
F __ E one has to compute the values v(F)  for at most 
n. (n  - 1) 
1 +(n-  1) +(n -2)  +. ' -+1= 1+ 2 O(n2) 
sets F ~ ~. 
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Note that in [DW3] the Greedy algorithm also exhibits some Step n 
turning F n_ a to F n := F n_ 1 zx {x,} zx {y~}, where {x,} = {y,} = En_ 1. There- 
fore, one has Fn 1 = F~; that means, Step n is superfluous. 
(ii) In a valuated matroid M L ,=(E ,v )  of rank m, a base B of 
maximal value may be determined by computing the values v(B') for at 
most 1 + m • (#E - m) bases B' (cf. the Remark following Theorem 2.6 in 
[AWl). 
3. RESULTS FOR MODEL (i) IN CASE k = 2 
In what follows, we assume again that E is some finite set. 
To optimize k-tuples of feasible sets under distance constraints, we 
recall the concept of the base graph of an even zx -matroid, which general- 
izes the classical concept of the base graph of a matroid. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (cf. [KW], Definition 1.8). Assume M = (E ,Y )  is an 
even zx-matroid. The base graph F M := (~, ;rl M) of M is the simple graph 
with 9-as its set of vertices and 
~M := {{F1,F2} -c~l#(F1 zx F2) = 2) (3.1) 
as its set of edges. 
Let dr:  9-2 ~ No 
F, F' ~ Y one has 
denote the metric induced by FM; that is, for 
= 1 . #(F  zx F ' ) .  (3 .2 )  dj(  F, F' ) 
Remark. It is a trivial consequence of the characterization of even 
zx -matroids given in Proposition 2.2(ii) that dr(F, F'), as given in (3.2), is 
the length of any shortest path in Fa4 from F to F' for any F, F' ~ ~. (For 
more details see [W2], Section 1.) 
In the sequel, assume that My = (E, v) is some valuated zx-matroid 
with 9 -= ~ as its feasible sets. 
First, we prove that any local maximum for v is also a global maximum 
for v. 
PROPOSmON 3.2. Assume F ~ ~ satisfies v(F') < v(F) for all F' ~ 3 
with ds,-(F, ') = 1. Then one has v(F') < v(F) for all F' ~ g. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on dj(F, F'); the case dy(F, F') = 1 
is clear by assumption. 
Now assume dr(F, F')  _> 2, and choose--according to (V zx 2)--e, f 
FzxF '  with e~fand 
v(F) + v(F') <_ v(F  zx{e,f}) + v(F' zx{e,f}).  
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We have dj(F,  F') = 1 + d~(F, F '  zx {e, f}) and thus v(F) > v(F' zx {e, f}) 
by the induction hypothesis. Therefore,  we get 
v(F ' )  <_ v (Fzx{e , f} )  <_ v (F ) .  
I 
CONVENTIONS. For F 0 ~ .9'- put 
r(Fo) .'= max{d~.(F0, F)IF ~ 9-}; (3.3) 
for 0 < d < r(F o) put 
S( Fo, d) := {F ~ 9-]d~-( F o, F)  = d}, 
.gv (F  o, d) := {F ~ S(F  o, d) lv (F )  >_ v(F ' )  
(3.4) 
for all F' c S( Fo, d)}; 
(3.4a) 
Next we prove the following basic 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume F o ~ 9- and 0 < d I, d 2 < r(Fo). Then for any 
F 1 ~./{v(F0, d a) there exists some F 2 ~ '~(F  o, d e) with 
d~-(F~, F2) = Ida - d2l; 
that is, either F 2 lies on some geodesic from F 0 to F 1 or F 1 lies on some 
geodesic from F 0 to F 2. 
Proof. The assertion is trivial in case d I = d2; thus assume dl ~ d2. By 
induction, we may assume Id 1 - d2l = 1, that is, {d 1, d 2} = {d - 1, d} for 
some d with 1 < d < r(Fo). Choose some F 2 eJ / 'v(Fo,  d 2) such that 1 -'= 
dj(F1, F 2) is as small as possible. We have to prove that l = 1. Put 
F :=F1,F ' :=F  2 i fd  I =d2+ 1; 
F := F 2, F '  := F 1 if d 2 = d 1 + 1. 
In any case, one has d•(Fo, F )= d~(Fo, F ' )+  1. Choose some e 
(F o zx F ) \ (F  o zx F'). Then one has also e ~ F zx F ' ,  and by (V zx 2) there 
exists some f c (F  zx F ' ) \{e} with 
(,) v(F )  + v(F ' )  < v(Fzx{e , f ) )  + v(F'  A{e , f} ) .  
Now we distinguish between two cases. 
that is, ~'v(F0, d) contains the feasible sets with distance d to F 0 and 
maximal value. 
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Case I. f ~ Fo zx F. 
In view of f ~ F zx F'  one has also f ~ F 0 zx F' ,  and our choice of e 
implies 
d~(Fo,F  zx {e, f} ) = d j (  Fo ,F) ,  
d : (  Fo, F' zx { e, f} ) = d~( Fo, F' ) . 
By our choices of F 1 and F 2 we get 
v(Fzx{e , f} )  <_u(F),  v ( r ' zx{e , f} )  <v(F ' )  
and thus v(F zx{e,f}) = v(F) as well as v(F' zx{e,f}) = v(F') by (*). 
However, since {F, F'} = {F 1, F2}, this contradicts the minimality of l. 
Case H. f ~ Fo zx F. 
Now we have f ~ F 0 zx F'  and thus 
d:(Fo,  F zx {e, f} )  = d:(Fo,  F ' ) ,  
df (Fo,  F'  zx {e, f} )  = d~(F  o, F ) .  
Therefore, we obtain 
v( rzx{e , f} )  <v( r ' ) ,  v ( r ' zx{e , f} )  <v(F )  
and thus v(Fzx{e, f})  = v(F')  as well as v(F' zx{e,f}) = v(F) by (*), 
contradicting again the minimality of l. | 
Now, we can also prove the following result which in some sense 
generalizes Theorem 2.15 in [AW]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume F o ~ 9- is fixed and F* ~ 9- satisfies v(F*) > 
v(F) for all F ~ ~. Putr -'= r(F o) and D := d~-(Fo, F* ). Then for 1 < d < r 
there exist F d ~: , (Fo ,  d) satisfying 
d~-( F o, Fd) = d 
Proof 
for 1 < d < r, (3.5) 
d~(Fd_l ,Fa) = 1 forl <_d<_r, (3.5a) 
d j (Fd ,F*  ) = D -d  for l <d  < D. (3.5b) 
We put F o := F*; then it is clear that F o cfe',(Fo, D). By 
Theorem 3.3, we can now choose recursively F a_ 1 E'/~v(Fo, d-  1) for 
d = D, D - 1 . . . . .  2 such that (3.5) and (3.5a) hold for D > d > 1. (In 
Theorem 3.3, replace (F  1, F 2) by (Fd, F a_ 1) in each recursion step.) Then 
fo r l  <d<Dwegeta lso  
d~( Fa, FD ) > d~( Fo , Fo ) - d : (  Fa, Fo ) = D - d, 
D 
d:(Fd,FD) < ~7. d : (F i _ l ,F i )  =D-d ;  
i=d+l  
that is, (3.5b) holds, too. 
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Similarly, we choose recursively Fa ~ '~(F0 ,  d) for d = D + 1 . . . . .  r 
satisfying (3.5) and (3.5a). (Now, replace (F1, F 2) in Theorem 3.3 by 
(Fd-1, Fa) in each recursion step.) | 
COROLLARY 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4, the map g: 
{0, 1 . . . . .  r(F0)} --+ ~ defined by g( l ) := v(F l) is concave; that means, for 
0 < l < r(F o) one has 
1 v(F,) > 3" (v(Ft -1)  + v(Ft+a))" (3.6) 
More generally, for 0 < i < j < l < r(F o) one has 
l - j  j - i  
v(Fj) >_ l - i "  v(Fi) + -['~- i " v(F,) .  (3.6a) 
Proof As is well known and easily verified, (3.6a) follows from (3.6); 
thus it suffices to prove (3.6). By (V zx2) there exist e, f ~ F l_ 1 zx Fl+ 1 with 
e 4= f and 
u(F /_ I )  -1- u(F/+I)  ~ u(F l_ lA{e, f ) )  + U(Fl+lA{e,f} ). 
Since F t eric's(F0, l), we get 
v(F~) > max{v(F t l zx{e , f} ) ,v (F t+ lA{e , f} )} ,  
and thus (3.6) follows. I 
In the special case F 0 = F* we get the following. 
PROVOSITION 3.6. Suppose F o E o~-satisfies v(F o) > v(F) for all F ~ ~,, 
and for 1 <_ d < r := r(F o) the sets F a ~Jt'~(F0, d) satisfy (3.5) and (3.5a). 
Then one has v(Fa_ a) > v(Fa) for any d with 1 < d < r. In particular, one 
has v(Fa) > v(F) for all F ~ J with d~(F o, F) > d. 
Proof The second assertion is a trivial consequence of the first one; for 
1 _< d < r the inequality v(F d_ 1) > v(Fa) follows easily by induction on d: 
For d = 1 this inequality holds by our assumption on F 0. Now assume 
2 < d < r, and we have already proved that v(Fd_ 2) > v(F a_ 1). Then (3.6) 
in Corollary 3.5 implies for l = d - 1: 
V(Fd) < 2" V(Fd_,) -- V(Fd_2) < V(Fd_I).  
I 
If, in particular, F 0 = F* and v(F 1) 4= v(F 2) for all F 1, F 2 ~ ~- with 
F a #= F2, then we may reformulate Theorem 3.4 as follows: 
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THEOREM 3.7. Assume v[• is injective, and suppose F o ~ J-satisfies 
v(F  o) > v (F )  for all F ~ 9--\{F0}. For 0 < d < r := r (F  o) let A a ~9-de-  
note the unique set with d~(Fo, A d) > d and u(A d) > u(A)  for all A 
Y\{Ad} with da~(Fo, A )  > d. Then one has A o = Fo, and (A  o, A 1 . . . . .  A r) 
is a path in F M. 
Proof. First of all it is clear that A 0 = F 0 holds by our assumption on 
F 0. For 1 _< d < r let F a denote the- -un ique- -set  in a¢t'~.(F0, d). Then 
Theorem 3.4 implies that (Fo, F 1 . . . . .  F,) is a path in F M with 
d j (F  o, F a) = d for any d with 0 < d < r. Moreover, the second assertion 
in Proposition 3.6 implies that Fa = A a holds for all these d by our choice 
of A d. Therefore, the result follows. | 
Concerning time complexity we can now also prove the following 
result: 
THEOREM 3.8. Put n := #E,  and suppose F o ~ Y is fixed. 
(i) To deterrnine some F* E ~-with v( F* )  > v( F )  for aU F e Y and 
FD+ 1 . . . . .  F a as in Theorem 3.4 for  D .'= d~(Fo, F* )  and D < d < r (F  o) 
one has to compute the values v (F )  for at most 
z (n ,D ,d)  := 1 + 
n . (n  - 1) d-1 (n  - 2 j )  - (n  - 2 j  - 1) 
+E 
2 j=D 2 
= O( (d  - D) .  n 2) (3.7) 
sets F ~ Y.  
Moreover, to determine F D_ 1, . . . ,  F1 as in Theorem 3.4 one has to 
compute the values v (F )  for at most 
z (D)  := 
D-2  
E (D  - j )  - (2 .  (D  - j )  - 1) 
j=o 
D D.  (4D - 1 ) . (D  + 1) 
E J ' (2 J -  1) = 
j=2 6 
-1  
= O(D 3) (3.7a) 
further sets F ~ 
(ii) Assume in addition F o = F* ; that is D = 0 and v (F  o) > v(F )  for 
all F ~ 9~. To determine F o . . . . .  F d as in Theorem 3.4 for some d with 
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1 < d < r (F  o) one has to compute the values v (F )  for at most 
n.  (n - 1) d.2,1 (n -- 2 j ) "  (n -- 2j -- 1) 
z (n ,d )  := 1 + 2 + ~ 2 
sets F ~ ~.  
~ l + ( d + l ) .  
=O(d-n  2) 
j=0 
n ' (n  - 1) 
(3.7b) 
Proof. (i) By the first remark following Theorem 2.5 some F* ~ g 
with v(F* )  > v (F )  for all F ~ Y is determined after at most 
1 + (n • (n - 1)/2) computations of values v(F) for certain F ~ Y. 
To prove the statement concerning (3.7) it remains to prove: 
If D < j < d and F e, F D + 1 . . . . .  Fj. are known, then Fj + 1 may be deter- 
• (n  - 2j)-  (n - 2j - 1) computations. mined within 
By (3.5) and (3.5a) we have to test those F _ E satisfying #(F  zx Fj) = 2 
and #(F  zx F o) = 2.  ( j  + 1). These are exactly the sets F = Fj zx {a, b} 
with a, b ~ E \ (F  o zx Fy) and a =~ b. Since #(E\ (F  o zx Fj)) = n - 2j, the 
number of these sets equals (n 22i) as claimed. 
Finally, if 0_<j<D-2  and F D ,F  D_I . . . . .  F D_j are known, then 
FD- j -  1 is one of the sets F o_j A {e, f} with e, f c F D_j ~, F o and e :g f. 
Since #(FD_ j t, Fo) = 2.  (D  - j),  the number of these sets equals 
(2 . (D- j ) )  = (D - j ) . (2 . (D- j )  -1 )  
2 
and (i) is proved. 
(ii) is just the special case D = 0 in (i). | 
In case of valuated matroids of rank m, a corresponding result was 
already proved in [AW], Theorem 2.17. We still want to point out the 
1 following result, which is of particular interest in case d > 7 "m. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Assume M v = (E, v) is a valuated matroid of  rank m 
with ~q~ as its set o f  bases, and B o ~ ~ satisfies v(B 0) > v (B) fo r  all B ~ ~.@. 
Suppose B m ~ ~.~ satisfies B o n B m = ~ and v(B m) >_ u(B)  for all B ~ 
with B o N B = Q. Assume 1 < d < m, and choose recursively B m 1, 
Bin- 2," - ,  Bd E ~ with 
d~(B j+I ,B j )  = 1 for m - 1 > j > d, (3.8) 
da~(Bo,Bj)  = j  for m >j  >_d (3.8a) 
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such that under these conditions any v(Bj), m - 1 > j >_ d, is as large as 
possible. Then one has 
Bj ~ 'v (Bo , j )  for m >j  > d. (3.9) 
In particular, any B ~ ~q~ with ds~(B, B o) > d satisfies v(B)  < v(Ba). 
To determine Bo, Bm, Bm_ 1 . . . . .  B a as above one has to compute the 
values u(B) for at most 
c (#E,m,d)  := 2 + m.  (#E - m) + m. (#E - 2m)  
m-d-1  
+ E (m- J )  2 
j=0 
=2+m.(2 -#E-3m)  + ~ j2 
j=d+l  
<2+m-(Z-#E-3m)  + (m-d) -m z (3.10) 
bases B E 2 .  
Proof. By assumption, (3.9) holds for j = m. Now assume m - 1 > j > 
d, and we know already that Bj+ 1 eA'v(Bo, j + 1). Then Theorem 3.3, 
applied to F 0 = B0, F 1 = Bj+ 1, dl = J + 1 and d 2 = j implies that there 
exists some Aj  eA'~(Bo, j)  with ds~(Bj+ a, A j) = 1. By our choice of Bj, we 
have v(Aj )  = v(Bj) and thus also Bj eA'~(B o, j), and (3.9) is proved. 
The next assertion follows from (3.9) for j = d and the last statement in 
Proposition 3.6. 
To determine some B 0 of  maximal value one has to compute the values 
v(B) for at most 1 + m • (#E - m) bases B e ~ '  (cf. Remark ii) following 
Theorem 2.5). To determine some B m as desired we apply the last 
consideration for the valuated matroid M~, = (E \Bo ,  v') with v'(B) := 
v(B) for all B c_ E \B  o and #B = m; thus we have to compute the values 
v(B) for at most 1 + m-  ( (#E - m) - m) bases B of Mo,. Altogether, we 
have to compute at most 2 + m • (2.  #E - 3m) values v(B) to determine 
B 0 and B m. Finally, if 0 < j < m - d - 1 and B o, Bm, B m _ 1 . . . . .  B m _j are 
already determined, then Bm_(j+l ) is one of the sets (Bm_j \{e})U {f} 
with e E Bm_j \B  o and f c Bo\Bm_j ,  whose number is (m _ j )2 .  Thus 
also the statement concerning c(#E, m, d) is proved. | 
Remark. In [AW], Theorem 2.17 we proved that in a valuated matroid 
Mv = (E ,v )  of rank m an optimal base B 0 ~ '  and some B e 
g~(B o, d), 1 < d < m, may be determined by computing the values v(B) 
for at most O(d.  m • #E)  bases B ~ ~' .  Thus Proposition 3.9 is a rather 
better result at least in case d ~ 1. However, in general the assumption 
that there exists some B m ~ .~ with B 0 n B m = ~3 is not fulfilled. 
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4. RESULTS FOR MODEL (i) IN CASE k > 3 
In the sequel, we assume again that M v = (E, v) is a valuated zx -matroid 
defined on some finite set E with Y as its feasible sets. 
In case k = 3 we prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume A 0 ~ 9-satisfies v(A o) > u(F) for all F ~ ~. 
Suppose 1 <_ d < r(A o) and A 1 ~Me~,(Ao, d). Moreover, let F ~ 9- denote 
some feasible set with d~(Ao, F) > d and d~(A1, F) > d such that under 
these conditions v(F) is as large as possible. Then there exists also some 
A 2 ~ 3"with d j (Ao,  A 2) = d, d~(A1, A 2) > d and v(A 2) = v(F). In other 
words, in model (i) we can find some optimal triple (Xl, x2, x 3) = 
(A0, A1 ' 12 ) (~ ,~3 with d j (A  o, A 1) = d j (A  o, A 2) = d and 
ds~(A 1, A z) > d. 
Proof. Assume F ~ 3-  is as above such that d~(Ao, F) is as small as 
possible. We have to prove that dj(Ao,  F )= d. We assume that 
ds~(Ao, F) > d and distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. df(Ao,  F) > d and d~(A1, F) > d. 
Choose e, f ~ A 0 zx F with e v~ f such that 
v(Ao)  + u(F)  < V(AozX(e, f )   + v (F  zx{e, f}) .  
Put F '  := F zx{e,f}. Our choice of  A 0 implies v(F') > v(F). Moreover, 
we have dy(A o, F') = ds~(Ao, F) - 1 >__ d and d~(Al,  F') > d j (A  1, F) - 
1 > d. However, these inequalities contradict our choice of F. 
Case H. ds~(Ao, F) > d and ds~(A1, F) = d. 
Choose some e ~ (A 0 zx F ) \ (A  1 zx F). Then there exists some f~ 
(A 0 zx F) \{e} with 
v(Ao)  + v (F )  < v (Aozx{e , f} )  + v (F  zx{e, f}) .  
Put F '  := F zx{e,f}. Our choice of  A 0 implies u(F ' )> u(F). Moreover, 
we have d~(A o, F') > d as well as ds~(A 1, F') > dsAA 1, F) = d, because 
e ~ (A a zx F ' ) \ (A  1 zx F). Since dj (Ao,  F') = d~(A o, F)  - 1, this contra- 
dicts again our choice of F: | 
To prove results concerning time complexity, we first state the following 
trivial, but very useful Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume Fo ~ Y,, and define Vo: ._@(E) ~ ~ ~{-oo} by 
vo( F ) := v( F zx Fo). 
Then (E, v o) is a valuated zx -matroid with 
~--/x F0 := {FzxFo lF~Sr  } 
as its feasible sets. 
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Now we can prove the following: 
THEOnEM 4.3. Put n := #E. Assume Ao, ` 41 c o~are as in Theorem 4.1; 
that is v (A  o) > v(F) for all F ~ ~,, 1 < d <_ r(,4o), and ` 41 ~ 'v (Ao ,  d). 
Moreover, suppose that there exists some F ~ 9- with dj( ,4o, F) > d and 
ds~(A1, F)  > d. To determine some A 2 ~ Y with d~-(Ao, A 2) = d and 
d~( A 1, .42) >_ d of maximal value, one has to compute the values v(F) for at 
most 
t (n ,d )  := E " 2d- j ]  <(2"(n -2d) )Za  (4.1) 
j=0 
sets F ~ ~. (For 0 < s < t we put, of  course, (',) = 0 as usual). 
Proof By Lemma 4.2 we may assume A 0 = Q. Then we have #A 1 = 
2d, and we have to check the values u(A2)  for the sets ` 42 C E with 
#A 2 = 2d and #(`41 zx ` 42) > 2d. 
For these A2 we can write A 2 = P1 0 P2 with 
P1 c-A1, P20A1 = Q~, 
1 • #(A1 A A2)  > d. #Pl <-d, #P2 = ~ 
For 0 < j _< d there exist exactly (2d) subsets P1 _c,41 with #P1 = J" For 
any such P1 there exist (~d2~) subsets P2 -E \A1  with #1'2 = 2d - j .  
Therefore, the theorem follows from the inequality 
~2 " 2d  - j  ] < • (n  - 2d) TM _< 22d. (n - -  2d) 2d. 
j=0 j=o 
! 
Unfortunately, we are unable to apply Theorem 2.5 for certain minors 
of the valuated zx-matroid M e, = (E, v) to get a better result than Theo- 
rem 4.3, because in general for 1 < r < #E the set system 
:= {F ~ ~-I#F = r} 
does not define some zx-matroid. 
However, for valuated matroids we can prove the following significantly 
better result. 
THEOnEM 4.4. Assume M~ = ( E, v) is a valuated matroid of rank m with 
base set ~q~, and A o, A 1 ~ ~q~ satisfy v(A o) >_ v(B) for all B ~q~ and 
A 1 ~ '~. (A  o, d) for some d with 1 <_ d <_ r (A o) and m + 2d <_ #E. More- 
over, suppose that there exists some B ~ with d~(Ao,  B)>_ d and 
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d~(A1, B) > d. To determine some A 2 ~.~ with d~(Ao,  A 2) = d and 
d~(A  1, A 2) > d of maximal value, one has to compute the values u(B) for 
at most 
:=  t, 
t=0 t ]  
= O( (2m)  d .d -  (n  - m - d ) )  (4.2) 
bases B ~ ~,  where again n := #E.  
Proof. Let J denote the system of independent subsets of M,.; that is 
J :=  {Xc_E[XcB fo rsomeB~}.  
For some A 2 E .~ as required we write 
A 2 =Iu JGK 
with 
I c_A o, J c_AI \ A o, K ~ E \ (  Ao U A j ) .  
Then the relations d~(Ao,  A 2) = d and d~(A1, A 2) > d read 
#I  = m - d ,  (4.3) 
d < #( ( I  tO J tO K) \A1)  = #( I \A l )  + #K.  (4.3a) 
In view of #J  + #K = m - # I  = d, the condition (4.3a) is equivalent o 
#J  < #( I \A1) .  (4.3b) 
There are exactly (mm -d) = ('~) subsets I cA  0 with # I  = m - d. 
For any such I we have to look at those J c _A I \A  o satisfying (4.3b) 
and I tO J ~,_7. For any such J we get 
t :=  #J_< #(1 \11)  _< #(A0\A1)  = d, 
and for fixed t with 0 < t < d there exist at most (d) sets J c _A I \A  o with 
# J=t  and I tO J~ J .  
Finally, assume that I __A 0 and J cA I \A  o satisfying (4.3) and (4.3b) 
as well as I tO J ~ J are fixed and that, in addition, I tO J tO K ~ ~ holds 
for at least one K c_ E \ (A  o U A1). We consider the valuated matroid 
M v, = (E ' ,v ' )  with E'  := E \ (A  o UA 1) and v': (de_'t) --~ R u{- :¢}  given 
by 
v ' (K )  := v ( I  (O J (O K) ,  
where once more t := #J  and thus d - t = m - # I  - # J .  
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We have #E '  = #E - #(A  0 U A 1) = n - m - d. Thus, by Remark (ii) 
following Theorem 2.5, applied to My,, a subset K _ E' of maximal value 
v'(K) may be determined by computing the values v ' (B' )  for, at most, 
1+ (d - t ) . ( (n -m-d)  - (d - t ) )  
= 1 + (d - t ) . (n -m-2d+t)  
bases B' of M,,,. 
Thus, the theorem follows in view of 
t=0 t 
<(d) '2e ' ( l+d) ' (n -m-d)  
=o((2m)e.d.(n -m-e)). 
In the rest of this section, we state several examples for valuated 
matroids M, = (E, v) of rank m which show that in case k > 3 we cannot 
expect o get essentially better results than Theorem 4.1. 
In all these examples, we have E ___ R +, and v: (m e ) ~ R U{--~} is 
defined by 
Ee 
u(O)  := e+B 
for B e~ =2~, 
(4.4) 
otherwise. 
Moreover, v]~ will be injective in any example. B 0 will denote the optimal 
base, and for 1 < d < r(Bo), the set B e will denote the optimal base with 
d~(B o, B e) = d. Finally, C a wil l - - in case of existence--denote he opti- 
mal base with d~(Bo, C a) = d and ds~(B e, C a) > d. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Put E = {1, 2, 3, 4}, m = 2, and ~ '  = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 4}, 
{3, 4}}. The base graph FM is given by Figure 4.1. We observe that 
B0, B 1, C 1 are not the vertices of some triangle in F M. Moreover, we see 
that the fourth best base is not a neighbor of B0. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 
does not extend to the case k = 4. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Put E={1,2 ,4 ,8 ,16,32},  m=3,  and ~ '=(~) .  Fig- 
ure 4.2 represents ome part of the base graph F M. This example shows 
that C 1 and C 2 are not necessarily neighbors in FM--in contrast to 
ds~(Bi- 1, Bi) = 1 for 1 < i < 3. 
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Bo = {3,4} 
B, = {2, 4} 
B2 = {1,2} 
FIGURE 4.1 
{1,3} =c, 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Put 
a 1 := 10 -6,  a,  :--- 5 -}- 10 -5, a 3 :--- 9 + 10 -4,  
a 4: - -  12+ 10 -3 , a 5 :-- 14 + 10 -a ,  a 6 = 15 + 10 -~, 
and 
F igure 4.3 represents  ome part  of  F~.  
Bo = {8,16,32} 
BI= {4,1G,32} 
B2 = {2,4,32} 
B~ = t l ,2 ,4} 
FIGURE 4.2 
{2, 16, 32} -- C, 
{1,4,16} = C2 
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Bo= {a4, as, a6} 
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Ba = {a3, as, a6} 
B2={a2,a3,  a6} 
93 = {al,a2, a3} 
FIGURE 4.3 
{a3, a4, as} = C1 
{al,a3, a5} = C2 
We observe that C 1 is not a neighbor of B 2. Thus, in general, C d does 
1 . r(Bo). not lie on some shortest path from B 0 to B2d for 1 < d < 2 
The next example shows, more generally, that for fixed d > 0 there 
exists some valuated matroid such that C 1 does not lie on some shortest 
path from B 0 to B d. 
w 
al 
a2 
w 
a4 
FIGURE 4.4 
W 
a3 
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Bo = {a~, a~, ~} 
B, = {a, , .~,a.} 
B2 = {a,,a4, as} 
{a l ,a2 ,a6}  = C1 
F IGURE 4.5 
"0  {a2,a4, a~} =C2 
EXAMPLE 4.8. 
a 1 
ai 
Moreover., put  
Assume d = m > 2, and put  
,, 10 m 1. := 10 re+l, a' 1 := 10 m, a 1 := , 
10re+i, := ai := 10 m- i  for 2 < i < m.  
R 1 := {a 1,a' 1,a'~}, R i:= {a i,a' i} for 2 < i  <m,  
and 
1 for  / m / 
R a U R 2 L) " .  I_j Rrn, 
~.~:= {B 
Then we have 
B o = {a 1 . . . . .  am}, 
= , . am} B l {a' 1 . . . . .  a l , a l+ l  . . .  
C 1 = {a'~, a 2 . . . . .  am) .  
E := 
fo r l  < /<m,  
This means  C 1 g: B 0 U B t for any l with 1 < l _< m; thus C 1 does not lie 
on some shortest  path f rom B 0 to B r 
The fol lowing last example even shows that, in general ,  we do not  know 
too much about  C 1 even if B 0, B 1, B 2 and C 2 are determined .  
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let  M denote  the Fano-Matroid whose Euclidean Rep- 
resentat ion  is given by F igure  4.4. Here  we put  a i := 10 7. i for 1 < i _< 7. 
The  Fano-Mat ro id  def ined on E = {a 1, a z . . . . .  a 7} has 
SO':= {{al ,  a3,  a4} , {a l ,  a2 ,  a5} , {a2,  a3, a7} , 
{al,a6,a7}, {a2,a4,a6}, {a3,as,a6}, {a4,as,aT}  
as its set of l ines and base set ~ '  := (~) \~.  
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Figure 4.5 represents some part of the base graph FM. 
In this example we have a 6 c Ca \ (B  o tO B 2 U C 2) 
C a g~ B 0 U B 2 tO C 2 . 
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and thus 
5. MORE GENERAL MODELS 
In the previous sections, we have considered Model (i). During this 
section we want to study other models in a unified framework, in particular 
Model (ii) and Model (iii). To this end, we state the following definition, 
which generalizes Definition 2.18 in [AW]. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Assume k > 2, Q 4: A _ ItS, and (X, <)  is some to- 
tally ordered set. A map f: A k --+ X is called symnotone (that means 
symmetric and monotone), if the following axioms hold. 
($1) Symmetry: For all a 1 . . . . .  ae e A and all permutations o- e S k 
one has f (a,~(l) , . . . ,  a,~o, )) = f (a  1 . . . . .  ak). 
($2) Monotonicity: For all a I . . . . .  a k, b ~ A with a i < b for some i 
one has f (a  1 . . . .  , ai . . . . .  al,) < f(aa . . . . .  ai- 1, b, ai+ 1 . . . . .  ak)" 
For a symnotone function f: A ~ --+ X we are interested in maximizing the 
value f (v (F  a) . . . . .  v(Fk)) where F1, . . . ,  F k are feasible sets in some valu- 
ated zx-matroid M,, = (E, v) satisfying certain distance onstraints. 
In the following examples, E~ is endowed with the iexicographic order; 
that is, for a I . . . . .  a k,b a . . . .  ,b  k ~ Eonehas(a  a . . . .  , a~)<(b  1 . . . . .  b k) if 
(aa, . . . ,  a k) 4= (b 1 . . . . .  b k) and for the smallest j with aj 4: bj we have 
aj < bj. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Define fa: ~k __+ l~k by 
fa(<,..., - '=  . . . . .  
where o- ~ S k denotes some permutation with aa(1) >_ ... _> a,~(k ). (Note 
that o- is not uniquely determined if a i = aj for certain i, j with i 4: j; 
however, f l  is of course well defined.) 
fa is some symnotone function which corresponds to Model (i) as long as 
for given d > 1 there exist A 1 . . . .  , A~ ~ ~ = ~.~-with v(A  a) > v (F )  for all 
F ~ 9- and 
d j (A i ,  A j )>_d  fo ra l l i , jw i th l  <_j < i  <_k, 
v ( A i) _> v (F )  for any i with 2 _< i _< k and any F ~ 9 -  with 
d~-(A j ,F )  >d fo r l  < j_< i -  1. 
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However,  even if some such A 1 . . . . .  A k ~ Jdo  not exist, there may exist 
A 1 . . . .  , A k ~ 3-wi th  d j (A i ,  A j )  > d whenever 1 _< i < j  < k. This means 
that the maximization of f l (V (A1) , . . . ,  V(Ak))  for A1, . . . ,  A k ~ 9- satisfy- 
ing these distance conditions generalizes model (i). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Define f2: Nk __> Nk by 
fda,,..., a,) := 
where o- ~ S k denotes some permutat ion with a¢(1) < ... _< a¢(k). 
f2 corresponds to Model  (iii) if one slightly extends this model  as 
follows: If  (F  1 . . . . .  F k) ~ 9 -k and (A  1 . . . . .  A k) ~ ~ satisfy v(F  1) < ... 
< v (F  k) and v(A  1) < ... < V(Ak) ,  then (F  1 . . . . .  F k) is considered to be 
better than (A  1 . . . .  , A k) if (v (A  1) . . . .  , V(Ak))  < (v (F  1) . . . .  , V(Fk)). 
Assume A 1 . . . . .  A k ~ (0, 1) satisfy E/~= 1Ai -- 1, and define EXAMPLE 5.4. 
f3: IRk ~ ~ by 
k 
L(a ,  . . . . .  ak )  := E Ai'a (o, 
i=1  
where once more o- ~ S k satisfies a~(1) > ... > a~(k). I f  h i = 1 /k  for any 
i with 1 < i < k, then f3 corresponds to Model (ii). 
h 1 ~ 1 corresponds to Model  (i), A k ~ 1 corresponds to Model (iii). 
To analyze optimal k-tuples in valuated zx-matroids under distance 
constraints, we first state the following simple, but rather useful 
LEMMA 5.5. Assume S is some arbitrary set, T G S is some freed subset, 
and (Si) i ~ i is a nonempty fami ly  o f  subsets o f  S. Then the fol lowing two 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ni ~ I Si ~ T G U i ~ 1 Si. 
(ii) Ni ~ I (Si zx T)  = fJ. 
Proof. ( i )~( i i ) :  For s~ T one has also s~S i for some i~ I  and 
thus s ~ S i zx T. For s ~S\Tonehasa lso  s ~ S \  S i for somei~Iand  
thus again s ~ S i A T. Altogether,  (ii) follows. 
(ii) ~ (i): Assume s ~ Ni ~ 1Si. Then (ii) implies s ~ T, because other- 
wise we would have s ~ S i A T for any i ~ I. 
Furthermore,  s ~ T implies s ~ S i for at least some i ~ I by (ii), and (i) 
is proved. I 
In the sequel assume once more that M,, = (E,  v) is some valuated 
zx-matroid defined on the finite set E with 9 -= ~ as its feasible sets. 
Moreover,  suppose k >_ 2. 
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The following results show that the optimal k-tuples under distance 
constraints correspond to some optimal set in J .  
THEOREM 5.6 (cf. also [AW], Theorem 2.24). Assume f: I¢~---> X is 
some symnotone map with values in some totally ordered set ( X ,  < ), suppose 
d > 1, and assume F a . . . . .  F k ~ :-satisfy 
d~( Fi, F:. ) > d for 1 < i < j < k (5.1) 
as well as 
f (v (F~)  . . . . .  v(F~,)) <f (v (F1)  . . . . .  v (F~))  (5.2) 
for all F~ . . . .  , F~ ~ 9- with ds~(Fi', Fj)  >_ d for 1 <_ i < j <_ k. Then there 
exists some A o ~ ~-satisfying 
v (F )  < v (Ao)  fo ra l l F  ~3-  
as well as the equivalent statements 
(5.3) 
n/~= 1F, _~A0 _~ UL1F,, (5.4) 
nLI(F ,  : A0) = e .  (5.4a) 
Proof. Choose some P ~ 5- with v(F) < v(F) for all F ~ 9- such that 
l := d j (F  1, F )  is as small as possible. By Lemma 5.5, the relations (5.4) and 
(5.4a) are equivalent; thus it suffices to prove 
n~= 1(~ ,, P) : e.  
Assume there exists some e ~ E with e c F,. zx ff for any i with 1 < i < k. 
Then there exists some x ~ (F  1 zx F)\{e} with 
v(F1) + v( f )  _< v(F, A {e,x}) + v(P :{e,x}). 
Put A 1 -'= F 1 zx{e, x} and A 2 := ffzx{e, x}. Then we have v(F 1) < v(A1) ,
because v(F)  > v__(A2). 
Since e ~ F/zx F for any i with 1 < i < k, we have e f~ F 1 zx F i and thus 
eCAlZxF  i fo r2  < i  <k .  
Therefore, (5.1) implies d~(A1, F i) > d for 2 < i < k. Thus (5.2) yields 
f (v (A1) ,  v(F2) . . . . .  v(Fk) )  < f (v (F1)  . . . . .  v (Fk)  ). 
By ($2) in Definition 5.1, this is possible only if v(A 1) < v(Fx). But then 
we must have v(A  1) = v(F 1) and thus also v(A 2) = v(ff). Since 
d~-(F 1, i f )  = d~-(F1, A 2) + 1, this contradicts the minimality of l. | 
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THEOREM 5.7 (cf. also [AW], Theorem 2.25). Assume f: Nk _~ X is 
symnotone, and A o ~ 9-satisfies u( F ) <_ u( A o) for all F ~ ~. Suppose d >_ 1 
and F 1 . . . . .  F k ~ Jr  satisfy 
as well as 
ds~(F i ,Fj)  > d for 1 < i < j < k (5.5) 
f (v (F [ )  . . . . .  v(F'k)) <_ f (v (F1) , . . . , v (F~)   (5.6) 
for all F~ . . . . .  F' k ~wi th  d j (F i ' , F  j ) >_ d for 1 <_ i < j <_ k such that under 
these conditions the sum 
k 
L := Ed j (Ao ,F~)  (5.7) 
i=1 
is as small as possible. Then we have 
(i) A o, F1, . . . , F~ satisfy the relations 
nL1 F/c_ A o c u/k=l F/, (5.8) 
n/k=i(Fi zX Ao) = Q. (5.8a) 
(ii) Assume there exists some i with 1 <_ i < k such that for every j with 
1 < j < k and j  -4: i we have d~(Fi, Fj) > d. Then one has F i = A o. 
(iii) There exists at most one i with 1 < i < k such that for every j with 
1 < j  <_ k and j  4: i we have d~(Fi, Fj) > d. 
(iv) If, in particular k = 2, then one has 
d~(F  1, Ao)  + d~-(A o, F2) = d j (F  1, F2) = d. (5.9) 
Proof. (i) Again, it suffices to prove (5.8a) by Lemma 5.5. Suppose 
there exists some e ~ E with e ~ F~ zx A 0 for any i with 1 < i < k. Then 
there exists some x e (F  1 zx A0)\{e} with 
u(F1) + v(Ao)  < V(F lZX{e,x})  + v (Aozx{e ,x}) .  
Put A 1 := F a zx{e, x}. Our choice of A 0 implies u(F 1) < u(A 1) and thus 
f (V (  Fl)  . . . . .  v( Fk) ) < f (v (  A1) ,v (  F2), .  . . , v (  Fk) ) 
by ($2). On the other hand, we have e ~ F 1 zx F i and thus e ~ A l zx F, for 
2 < i < k. Hence (5.5) yields dT(A1, F i) > d for 2 < i < k, and therefore 
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(5.6) implies 
f (  v( F~), . . . , V( Fk ) ) = f (  v( A1), v(F2)  . . . . .  v( Fk ) ). 
However, we have d j (A  o, F 1) = d f (A  o, A 1) + 1 contradicting the mini- 
reality of L. 
(ii) Assume to the contrary that F~ =~A 0. Choose a, b ~ F~ t, A 0 
with a 4= b and 
v(Fi) + v(Ao)  < v(F izx{a,b})  + v (Aozx{a ,b}) .  
Put F,' := F/zx {a, b} and F} := Fj for 1 < j < k and j 4= i. Our  choice of 
A 0 implies v(F/) _< v(F') ;  thus ($2) yields 
f (v (F~)  . . . . .  v(Fk) ) < f (v (F~) , . . . ,  v(F'~)). 
Moreover, by assumption we have 
d~(F/' ,  Fj) > d j (F / ,  Fj) - 1 > d for 1 < j _< k with j 4: i. 
Furthermore,  one has 
k k 
L ' :=  ~d j (A  o,F' )  = Ed~(Ao,F~)  - 1 =L-  1. 
v=l u=l 
These conditions contradict our choice of (F  1 . . . .  , Fk), because L' < L, 
and (ii) is proved. 
(iii) is a trivial consequence of (ii), because for 1 < i 1 < i2 < k one 
has d~-(Fix, Fi~) > d _> 1 and thus F/1 4= A 0 or F/2 ~ A 0. 
(iv) The second equation in (5.9) follows directly from (iii); the first 
equation follows from (5.8a) in view of 
2" (d j (F1 ,  A0) + d~(Ao, F2) ) = #(F  1 zx A0) + #(F  2/x A0) 
= #((F lZXAo)Zx(FzzxAo) )  
= #(F  1 t, Fz) = 2.d~(F1,F2) .  
The next result concerns k = 3 and extends Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 5.8. Assume f: ~3 ~ X is symnotone, and A o ~ Y satisfies 
v(F) <_ v(A o) for all F ~ Y. Suppose d > 1, and presume there exist 
A1, A 2, A 3 E g with d~( A i, A j) >_ d for 1 < i < j < 3. Then there exist also 
F1, F2, F3 ~ 9- with 
n~=l(Fi zx A0) = ®; (5.10) 
d = dj(F1,  F2) = d~-(F1, F3) < dy(F  2, F3); (5.10a) 
f (v ( r [ ) ,v (F~) ,v (F '3 )   <_ f (v (F1) ,v ( rz ) ,v ( r3 )   (5.10b) 
for all F~,F~,F~ ~9-wi th  df(F i ' ,F  ;) > d for 1 < i < j < 3. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.7(i) there exists some (F 1, F 2, F 3) ~ .9  -3 with 
dj(F/,  ~)  > d for 1 < i < j  < 3 such that (5.10) and (5.10b) hold. Put 
again 
3 
L := ~.,d~-(Ao,Fi). 
i=1 
We assume that under these conditions the triple (L, d~(F 1, F 2), d j (F  I , F3)) 
c ~3 (endowed with the lexicographic order) is as small as possible. This 
means in particular 
d~(F1,F2) < dy(F , ,F3)  < d j (F2,F3) .  (5.11) 
The theorem follows once (5.10a) is proved. Theorem 5.7(iii) and (5.11) 
imply d~(F 1, F 2) = d. It remains to prove d j (F  1, F 3) = d. 
Assume to the contrary d j (F  1, F 3) > d. Then (5.11) and Theorem 5.7(ii) 
yield F 3 = A 0. Since d:~(F 1, F 2) = d, there exist e ~ (F  1 zx F3) \ (F  ~ A F2) 
and x ~ (F  1 zx F3)\{e} with 
v(F1) + v(F3) < v(Fan{e,x})  + v(F3zx{e,x} ). 
Put A 1 := F 1 a{e, x}. Since F 3 = A 0, our assumption on A 0 implies v(F 1) 
< v(A 1) and thus 
f (v (F~) ,v (Fz ) ,v (F3) )  < f (v (A l ) ,v (Fz ) ,v (F3) ) .  
Moreover, e ~ (F 1 zx F3) \ (F  1 zx F 2) implies e ~ A 1 A F 2 and thus 
dg_(Al,r2) > d~-(F1,F2) = d, 
d j (A , ,F3)  > dj(F1,F3) - 1 > d, 
L" :=dg(Ao,A1)  + d j (Ao ,F2)  + d j (Ao ,F3)  = L - 1. 
These conditions contradict our choice of L, because L" < L. Thus the 
theorem follows. | 
We finish this section by proving some results concerning time complex- 
ity. Recall that some A 0 ~ 9 -as  in Theorem 5.7 may be determined by 
computing the values v(F) for at most O((#E)  2) sets F ~ Y.. (See Remark 
(i) following Theorem 2.5.) 
THEOREM 5.9 (cf. also [AW], Theorem 2.26). Put n := #E, and let f: 
R 2 -+ X denote some symnotone map with values in some totally ordered set 
(X, <). Assume some A o ~ Y satisfying v(A o) > v(F) for all F ~ 9- is 
determined, and suppose 
0<d< max d j (F ,F ' ) .  
F,F 'e3-  
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Put d I := [d/2] .  To determine F1, F 2 ~ J-with 
ds~( F 1, Ao) + ds~( A o, F2) = dy( F 1, F2) = d 
and 
f (v (F1) ,v (F2)  ) > f (v (F ) ,v (F ' ) )  (5.12) 
for all F, F' ~ J~ with ds~( F, F' ) > d one has to compute the values v( F) for 
at most 
d o(,,t (1, ( n_2t )) p(n ,d )  := 2t 2 . (d  - t) 
t -  
da 
E n2t" (1 + n 2(d ')) = O(d"  n TM) 
t=O 
(5.13) 
sets F ~ ~. 
Proof. First of all, by Theorem 5.7(iv) there exist F1, F z ~ 5-  satisfying 
(5.12) and (5.9) as desired. By ($1) it suffices to consider those F1, F 2 ~ g 
satisfying d¢(Ao, F 1) < d 1. Moreover,  by Lemma 4.2 we may assume 
A 0=Q.  Then for 0<t<d 1 we have to look at all F I___E satisfying 
#F  1 = 2t and all F 2 _c E\F  1 satisfying #F  2 = 2- (d - t). There exist Qt) 
sets F~ __c_ E of cardinality 2t, and for each such F 1 there exist (2~'(~ 2',)) 
subsets F 2 _c E\F  1 satisfying #F  2 = 2.  (d - t). Therefore,  the assertion 
follows. (Note that the summand 1 before the inner sum in (5.13) has to be 
included, because we have to compute v(F1) for any F 1 ~ Y with #F 1 < 
2d~, and for each such F~ the appropriate values v (F  2) have to be 
determined.) | 
Moreover,  we prove 
THEOREM 5.10. Let f: ~3 __+ X denote some symnotone map, suppose 
d > 1, and presume there exist A1, Az, A 3 ~ 9- with ds,-(Ai, Aj)  > d for 
1 < i < j < 3. Moreover, assume some A o ~ 9-satisfying v(A o) > v(F) for 
all F ~ 3-is determined. Put n := #E,  
[1_ := {(a l ,a2 , J l , J2 )  + ~4]d  ~ a 2 q-J2 ~ n - 2d ,  a I q- a 2 +-Jl  +J2 = 2d}, 
(5.14) 
and for a, j ~ N O put 
a' "' N2la ' + j '  = a + j}  (5.14a) n_(a,j) := {( , j )  ~ 
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To find F1, F2, F 3 E g-satisfying (5.10), (5.10a), and (5.10b)in Theorem 5.8 
one has to compute the values v (F )  for at most 
q (n ,d )  
(al,a2,Jl,J2)E~- 
3 
2 
(2d)!  . [n -2d)  
a l ! .a2! . j l ! . j2!  ~a2 +J2 
(a2 +J2) ! ) 
(a3,j3)~(az,j2) a3!'J3! 
E E 1 
(al,a>j,,j2)~t (a3,J3)et(a>h) al !" a2!'Jl!'J2!" a3!'J3!'( n - 2d -a2- J2 )  ! 
= O(jv/4d) (5.15) 
sets F E 3:. 
Proof. First of all, note that in (5.14) the condition a 2 + J2 < n - 2d is 
redundant in case 4d _< n. 
By Lemma 4.2 we may assume A o = Q. Then (5.10) means 
F~ C~ F 2 n F 3 = Q, and for F1, F2, F 3 as required we can write 
F 1 = A~ ~) J2 0 J3, (5.16) 
F 2 = A 2 0 J1 ~) J3, (5.16a) 
F3 = 13 (J J1 0 J2 (5.16b) 
where 
J1 = F2 D/F3, 
A 1 = F I \ (F  2 U F3), 
J2 = F1 CIF3, 
A 2 = F2 \ (F  1 U F3), 
Then the sets A1, A2, A3, J1, J2, J3 
yields 
J3 = Fa A F2, 
A 3 = F3 \ (F  1 U F2). 
are pairwise disjoint, and (5.10a) 
2d = #(F  1/,. F2) = #A 1 + #A 2 + #J1 + #J2, (5.17) 
2d = #(F  a zx F3) = #-A 1 -I- #A 3 + #J1 + #J3, (5.17a) 
2d < #(F  2 A F3) = #A 2 + #A 3 + #J2 + #J3. (5.17b) 
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We construct F1, F2, F 3 by constructing the corresponding sets A 1, A2, 
A3, J1, J2, J3. Write a~ = #A~ and j~ = #J~ for 1 _< v _< 3. Then there are 
at most 
al,a2,Jl,J2>O al[ 'a2!' J l! ' J2! 
al+az+Jl +j2=2d 
possible choices for the disjoint sets A1, A2, J1, J2- 
For fixed A 1, A2, J> J2 with a 2 + J2 -< n - 2d there are 
n - 2d]  . (a2 +J2) ! 
+ j= } E 
a3,J3>_0 a3!'J3[ 
a3+J3=a2+J2 
possible choices for the disjoint subsets A3, J3 -- -E\(A1 t..j A 2 t)J1 L)J2) 
satisfying a 3 +J3 = a2 +J2; note that this last condition follows from 
(5.17) and (5.17a). Together with (5.17b) we get d < a 2 + J2, and thus we 
3 have to check at most (3)-1 . q(n, d) triples (F1, F2, F 3) E 9-3. (The factor 
occurs, because for an appropriate triple (F 1, F 2, F 3) ~ ~-3 we have to 
compute the three values v(F1), v(F2), v(F3), but then we do not have to 
consider (F  1, F 3, F 2) once more.) 
It remains to prove that q(n, d) = O(rtad). 
One has 
#~_ = O( (2d)  3) = O(d3),  (5.18) 
and fo ra ,  j~N 0wi tha+j<2donehas  
#n_( a, j )  = O( d) .  (5.18a) 
Put once more dm := [d/2]. Then for d < a 2 +J2 = a3 +J3 we get 
(dl!) 2 < min{a2!-J2!, a3l.J3!} and thus (+)4 
< = O(d-4) .  (5.19) 
az!' jz[ 'a3!' J3! -- 
Altogether, (5.18), (5.18a), and (5.19) yield 
q( n, d) : O( d 4 . d -4 . n 2d+ zd) = O( n 4d) 
as claimed. I 
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6. MODEL (iii) IN CASE k = 2 IS NP-COMPLETE 
In the problem of PART IT ION there are given m natural numbers 
al, a 2 . . . . .  am; and the question is if there is some I _c {1, 2 . . . . .  m} such 
1 m The problem of PART IT ION is NP-complete that F,i~ lai  = ~ i= lai • 
[G J], p. 47. 
This problem can be reformulated in terms of 2-best optimization under 
distance constraints. Consider the m-dimensional hypercube {0, 1} m with 
the Hamming distance d , ,  and define an objective function v: {0, 1} m --* 
N O by v(y 1 . . . . .  ym)=Y' .m=lYia  i for all (Yl . . . . .  ym) E{0,1} m. Maxi- 
mize min{v(y) ,v(y ' )}  under the distance constraint dH(y ,y ' )  = m. 
1 xT, m a Value 5,-,i=1 i can be reached iff there exists some I _c {1 . . . .  , m} with 
= 1 m Hence, also this optimization problem is NP-complete. ~i~la i  g~-,i=lai •
Now, {0, 1} m with the Hamming distance corresponds in a very natural 
way to a matroid which is def ined by representations of m 2-element 
equivalence classes: Consider m disjoint sets C(i) = {c0(i), cl(i)} for i = 
1 . . . . .  m, each with two elements. 
Let E = (J i m 1C(i) be the disjoint union, and let 
Y={F I (F I3C( i ) )= I  for i=1  . . . . .  m}. 
Y- is a zx -matroid. 
F ~.9 -cor responds  to a vector (Y l , . . . ,  Ym)E  {0, 1} m by the relation 
Y i=O iff F•C( i )=co( i ) .  A valuation of Y can be gained from 
W(Co(i)) = 0 and W(cl(i)) = a i for all i. Hence optimization in Model (iii) 
is NP-complete for matroids in case k = 2. 
OPEN QUESTION. In the context of (valuated zx -)matroids, how difficult 
can Model (ii) be in case k = 2? 
7. AN EXAMPLE WITH k = 21 CONCERNING 
THEOREM 5.7 
With the notation of Section 6 look at the special case m = 6 and 
v(Y l , . . . , y  6) = ~6=ly i for all (Yl . . . .  ,Y6) fEE {0, l} 6. Let k = 21 and maxi- 
mize 
3- max{ v (x (1) )  . . . . .  v (x (21) )}  + min{ v (x (1) ) , . . . ,  v (x (21) )}  
with x(i)  E {0,1} 6 for i = 1 . . . . .  21 under the distance constraints 
dH(x( i ) ,x ( j ) )  > 2 for 1 < i < j  < 21. The optimal value 3 • 6 + 3 = 21 
can be achieved only by x(i)  = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) for some i ~ {1 . . . . .  21} and 
the other 20 elements running through all (6 )= 20 permutat ions of 
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0). Without (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) the value 20 = 4 • 5 is an upper 
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bound; and having x(1) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), any other x( i )  with v(x( i ) )  = 4 
would lead to min 1 <_j<_ 21{v(x(j))} < 2, see for instance [Bol], p. 12. 
Hence in all optimal solutions the element x( i )  with v(x( i ) )  = 6 has 
min i .  i dn(x ( i ) ,  x ( j ) )  = 3 > 2. 
The objective function of this example can be easily made symnotone by 
a slight technical modification without changing its nature. However, for 
reasons of clarity we have presented the pure version. 
OPEN QUESTION. What is the smallest k = kmi  n such that there exist 
examples with "isolated" x( opt )? 
From Theorem 5.8 and Section 7 we know that 4 < kmi n < 21. 
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